Test of the Sony α7S camera
By Alfonso Parra AEC, ADFC
We are in the midst of the market where borders
between professional and non-professional environments
are blurred and it is here where the α7S camera belongs
to. It is a photo camera and a video camera too but does
not seem so. However, it includes tools as important as
the S-log2 curve and S-Gamut color space as well as to
profiles as well as different recorder systems whose
speed can reach 120 fps.
In order to test the camera, we have chosen PP7
which includes the logarithmic curve and S-Gamut color
space. We have progressively recorded at 30 fps and
with an 1/60 shutter. We have chosen the XAVC-S codec
integrated in the camera to record: it is the latest
technology in Sony codecs designed for non-professional
cameras which compresses into a MP4 container using the InterFrame (LongGOP) structure. The
codec supports 8 bits with a 4:2:0 color sampling and reaches up to 3840x2160 resolution (QFHD).
The camera’s bit-rate is 50 Mbps. We can also record in AVCHD or MP4 to a lower bit-rate. We have
recorded in a HD 1920x1080 format although we can extract the signal with an external recorder
through HDMI in order to get 3840x2160. We have used Sony PlayMemories Home’s software and
Final Cut Pro to study and turn images into Prores 4444. We have used COLOR and DaVinci Resolve
11 to correct color and analyze images. We have also used the optics Sony FE 28-70mm F3.5-5.6
Oss.
As usually, we have used our ISO12232 resolution, Macbeth color and Spydercheker charts.
Outdoor locations were shot in the city of Bogotá (Colombia) and their outskirts as well as in
Paloquemao market.
Article images are from original frames and should be merely used as a comparative
reference.
Resolution
We have photographed the
ISO 12232 chart to evaluate
the resolution then we have
analyzed it through Imatest
and ImageJ. Moreover, we
have
used
images
from
outdoor locations. On the right,
we show results from the
horizontal resolution: as we
can see the MTF value at 50%
is 583 Lw/ph whereas at 30%
is 688 Lw/ph. Such a small
difference means that the MTF
curve has a steep slope, that is
to say, camera will show a
good
sharpness,
generally
speaking, and will not equally
it show on the texture. As
usually,
among
nonprofessional cameras with a
certain professional projection,

the manufacturer works on low frequencies in
order to get there a good contrast because at
such frequencies our eye can see the sharpness
even if we apply an “oversharping” to make this
happen. The evidence of the “oversharping” is
the maximum of the curve (encircled in red).
The camera resolution, with no doubt depends
on the 8 bits and 4:2:0 sampling, in other
words, blue and red channels have a half
resolution at both horizontal and vertical. This
good sharpness for low frequencies can be also
seen on the graph that shows the contrast of
the chart’s horizontal frequencies strip as well
as the quick loss of contrast for middle and high
frequencies.
In order to define these results we make a
comparison on the left graph between MTF
curves from different cameras. We can see that
compared to other professional cameras, α7S
shows a less ability to reproduce the texture,
although it shows a good contrast between 100
and 400 Tvlines frequencies. This difference
showing textures, i.e. between 400 and 900 TV
lines is what determines the resolution and,
therefore, the price of the camera.
But what is visually the meaning that the MTF curve has so much slope compared to other
cameras? In order to see this, I show cuttings from the Prêt à Porter chart enlarged x800 and an
original image of 1920x1080.

We have applied the edge detector on the image to appreciate much better how C300 shows
more texture than α7S at the same format. Once again, I insist that theses comparisons only are
used as an illustration to frame the camera quality and its features.
Let us see an image from outdoor locations.

PP7 profile. S-log2 at S-Gamut. 6500ºK. ND0.9. 28mm focal lenght. Overexposed 1 stop regarding “right” gray value. 3200
ISO

The camera shows what is able to reach because the panoramic view is complex: there are a
lot texture and edges to delimit. On the enlargement, we can see the sharpness, contrast or the
resolution that as a whole the camera can resolve. As we can see it is unsatisfactory to such a
complex image although with a determined size and fitted distance of the view, the appearance of
sharpness is really good.
Finally, an image from indoor locations where the texture is very important too.

PP7 profile. S-log2 at S-Gamut. 6500ºK. 3200 ISO. 28mm focal lenght. Overexposed 1 2/3 stop regarding “right” gray
value.

The camera allows us to obtain images at 4KHD through an external recorder, which clearly
increases the image sharpness and the ability to show the finest detail.
The resolution that the camera provides is more than enough for this market that camera
belongs to.
Dynamic range
I have used the S-log2 from PP7 to evaluate the range. Firstly, I have photographed the
Stouffer strip then I analyzed through Imatest. I show results and make a comparison of the graph
from the F55 test. This comparison obviously serves as contrasting and framing α7S.

Alpha 7S. SLOG-2 Curve

F55 SLog-2 curve

Even though the difference of quality between the two cameras is immense, it is astonishing
that both cameras show the same latitude or total dynamic range around 13 stops

Then, where is the difference from the point of view of the range? It is in both the noise and
bits number. If we pay attention to the graph that shows the noise (bellow), we can see that the Y
value to α7S is 0.76% whereas it is 0.33% to F55. Such a difference is given for all channels. α7S
shows more noise at red and blue channels than the green one. It is true that the ISO value for α7S
is 3200 whereas it is 1250 for F55. However, as we can see below, such 3200 ISO value which is
the exposure base at the camera is too much noisy for the shadow. Therefore, considering how it
affects both the texture and detail, it is needed to overexpose between 1 and 2 stops to obtain an
acceptable black thereby restricting the dynamic range for the high lights. Taking into account the
relationship between the dynamic range and ISO used, we can say that α7S virtually needs the
double ISO value to obtain the same range which provides the S-log2 curve with high-end cameras.
It entails a noise increase and, therefore, a range limitation. It is a delicate balance. Thus, we can
say that an effective range of F55 is around 11 stops whereas for α7S is a bit more than 9 stops.
The graph bellow shows bright values from the chart over the S-log2 curve. I have drawn
curves related for 1 stop both overexposed and underexposed. I have also marked at the bottom
the DR for 1 stop overexposed.

CM values of the CM on S-log2 curve for 8 bits and 10 bits. Base curve and 1 stop over-under

Let us see multi exposures from the Death chart.

If we expose for a recommended 18% gray value, in other words, for 32% at a waveform monitor,
we can hardly see a low dynamic range; it only is 3 stops. From this point, everything is noise and
compression; the texture and distinction among fabrics vanish. These 3 stops allow us to reach up

to 7 stops for high lights. The noise level is very high for me hence I overexpose at least 1 stop in
order to obtain a black with less noise and reach at least a range of 4 stops for the shadow, and for
high lights between 5 and 6 stops.

We can see how white fabrics keep their texture and detail for high lights up to 4 point of the
overexposure. With 5 stops we can already see clipping on PB4samples, 5 and 6 which are at 7 1/3
stops above the middle gray. For “right” exposures we have up to 7 stops of a range for the high
light but as we have already indicated, with a very little range for the shadow. Overexposing up to 2
stops allows us to obtain a range of almost 5 stops lower and other 5 stops higher. Of course, it
depends on what the situation is to adapt a suitable exposure. In any event, when I record with Slog2, I usually place the exposure dial for + 2/3 to assure a cleaner white with texture.

We can also see how the cutting on the maximum exposure is yellow-like and as the
underexposure increases middle shades and shadow turn into violet.
We know that the dynamic range depends on not only the noise but also the quantification at
8 bits that the camera makes. From this point of view, the S-log2 curve cannot develop its full
potential besides this log curve is an adaptation of the previous one which was designed for 10 bits.
Given the importance of the noise
regarding the image quality, we are going
to study how the camera shows it with
regard to ISO values. The camera
sensitivity is one of the most prominent
features. The highest ISO value is
409.600! I wonder whether it is true. We
show next an image for different ISO
values compared to several professional
cameras. Also it should be taken into
consideration what ISO values we have
used to carry out tests. It seems logical
that α7S shows a more noise since its
value is 3200 compared to lower values
from other cameras. We can watch the
noise behavior at the graph throughout
the grayscale. We can see that it is irregular if we compare to other cameras: it increases the noise
for middle and dark shades, which we have realized watching CDM and that is clear for a 18% gray.
Nevertheless, for such high ISO values it shows less noise than, for example, Alexa. Amazing! It

would be a different issue the noise; we believe that is certainly “electronic” far from, for example,
the more “analogical” look of C300 or cameras C500 Canon.

We show in image above three channels related to the ISO 20.000 value. As we can see, there
is a considerable noise yet it is surprising its good behavior for such high values. As usual, the blue
channel shows more noise. It is obvious that such a level of noise is not easy to use but we can use
it under different circumstances as at documentary films or when images with such features are
required. We can see noise changes at the video watching these frames.
In the pictures that we have shot in Paloquemao and outdoor locations, the ISO value is 3.200 for
an overexposure 1 2/3. It allows us that the noise for middle shades and the shadow is lower
without a losing great detail and texture for high lights.

S-log2. S-gamut. 3200 ISO (+ 1 2/3 overexposed). 5600ºK S-log2.

S-gamut. 3200 ISO (+ 1 2/3 overexposed). 5600ºK. 0.9 ND

As we are talking about, we can say that the S-log2 curve is a good adaptation to an 8 bits camera
with a 4:2:0 sampling. There is an important difference for high lights regarding professional
cameras as F55, last ones have a greater number of bits that entail to have more nuances and
textures regarding such curve for most extreme lights. With α7S we have a white that does not clip
up to 5 or 6 stops. Nevertheless, both the nuance and texture are far below for such stops than F55
because it has less bits to contain the information. I insist that comparisons are only used to frame
camera features. We do not claim to compare with other cameras manufactured by the same
corporation.
Color
The camera provides different aspects of color that belongs to the conventional HD space.
We are used to working with them in the menu of Sony cameras: Movie, Still, cinema, etc. What is
new is that the camera contains another color space: S-gamut. With Matrix we have to know that
such color space depends on the 4:2:0: color sampling and 8 bits.
Next we show the analysis through Imatest with the ITU-709 Matrix.

We can see that colors show a high saturation. Moreover, high lights change to cyan-like with
the right middle gray. There are deviations of some green shades towards yellow as well as slight
deviations of red shades. As other occasions, such deviations do not mean that the color
reproduction is not appropriate. It is simply useful to know how the camera interprets the color from
the Macbeth chart. Although we already know that they are not appropriate for ITU values we have
an estimated idea about how the color is.
We show S-gamut in comparison with two different color spaces (the next two graphs), firstly
Srgb, a color space practically identical to YCbCr and secondly WideGamut, very large a color space.

First, what we see is that from the black to white values are very well balanced. The five
samples are in the origin of the coordinates system. If we draw a line from the origin of coordinates
to ideal values, we can see that color deviations regarding such ideal values are lower at the
WideGamut color space. Moreover, they show generally a better balance. At the YCbCr color space,
there are deviations of red and orange samples towards the yellow shade. About other colors, the
most evident deviation is showed by the 18 sample in which the cyan changes into blue. As usually,
our question is if I shot with S-gamut, how do I have to see the filmed material, in other words,
which color space I am going to use making a color correction and how we see originals provided by
the camera at the color space. It does not raise any problem whether the camera uses the same
color space than systems of projection. However, if we change from one color space to another one
we will have a problem; for example, from S-gamut to YCbCr or DCP. A first analysis of the Macbeth
chart is just useful to start seeing how color differences are. The camera allows us to slightly
change the color through the Picture Profile, which is really not bad for this kind of camera. Even so,
I would like to make a comparison between the S-gamut from F55 with S-log2 and the same space
and gamma curve from α7S. The picture is a cutting from the ArcoIris chart. The material from F55
is converted into 1920x1080 Prores 4444 through a Raw viewer from 4K. The pcture is enlarged
x800.

As we can see, there is a clear difference on the texture as well as small variations of shades.

We show in the picture above the reference chart shot with the original ITU709 provided by
the camera then I compare it to three correction forms; LUTS designed by Alister Chapman (found
at http://www.xdcam-user.com/2014/08/set-of-20-cube-luts-for-the-sony-α7S/ ) has been applied
on two of them whereas the third one is corrected for gamma. We have marked in red those
samples of the chart which show a clear difference regarding the reference especially the 6th color
since the turquoise, as we can also see at the Imatest graph, changes into a faint cyan. The violet
from the 10th sample is more blue-like, the salmon color (the 9th) is more magenta when we use
LUTS. The orange changes too (the 12th) and looks more yellow-like with LUTS although a bit less
with just the gamma correction.
I insist that there is no color better than another one but if we know them we can choose the
most appropriate one for our project.
Now, let us analyze how we have seen colors in the “real” world, further from hellish charts.

Paloquemao (Colombia). S-log2. S-gamut. 3200 ISO. Overexposed +1 2/3. 28 mm focal length T3.5 1/60 30 fps

Paloquemao (Colombia). S-log2. S-gamut. 3200 ISO. Overexposed +1 2/3. 28 mm focal length T3.5 1/60 30 fps

Other considerations.
One of the features that we have realized has
been the Rolling Shutter. It is an unpleasant effect
because right vertical lines curve on quick panoramic
views thus pictures has a look as “crème caramel” or
“jelly”. In the picture of the disk, we can see how black
strips are curved due to the Shutter lecture.
In the picture of the building, we can see the tilt towers
in a quick panoramic view. Such towers seem being
closer to the famous tower of Pisa than the solid
buildings from Bogotá.

The camera’s ergonomics is not precisely outstanding if we want to use the video and, as
usually, we have to add accessories so that the cameraman can properly work. Nonetheless, from
the point of view of the image quality, we have been really astonished by the dynamic range as well
as the color and noise handling. It is a quality of image actually good for a digital photo camera with
an amazing price!
The video of the camera test can be watched on https://vimeo.com/119157416.
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